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1. Verifiers prepare a state  and send registers  to 

prover.    

2. Prover applies a quantum operation                                      

and sends the result back. 

3. At some later time, verifiers check: 

• Timeliness: answers arrive on time 

• Correctness: verifiers check if   for 

a target operation 

|ψ⟩ ∈ ℋBCV ℋBC

S ∈ CPTP(ℋBC → ℋBC)
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Channel implemented by cheaters:

(Simultaneous two-way communication model, s2w)
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That is, information-theoretically secure quantum PV is imposible.    

T ∈ CPTP(ℋBC → ℋBC) S T

 1. 1-D Position Verification. Cheating on PV.

However: 
Cheaters need to use (an enormous amount of) entanglement [Be11]: dim(ℋE) ≈ exp(dim ℋBC)

Open question: 
Optimal entanglement dimension necessary to break any PV scheme? It is known that:    

- [Bu10] Burhman, H. et al, arXiv 1009.2490 (2010)                  - [To13] Tomamichel, M. et al, arXiv 1210.4359 (2013)  

- [Be11] Beigi, S. and Koenig, R., arXiv 1101.1065 (2011)

[To13] [Be11]
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Previous comments:

• Classical resources are free for us.
• We do not consider computational-complexity considerations.

Plan:
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1. V1 prepares                                                                                            , sends                                                                               
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2. Prover applies  and sends the result back. 

3. Verifiers check:  

• Timeliness. 

• Correctness:  
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A cheating strategy (when “purified”) consists of a pair of isometries for both cheaters, 
corresponding respectively to their first and second operations (after Stinespring dilation).
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 2. 
A cheating strategy (when “purified”) consists of a pair of isometries for both cheaters, 
corresponding respectively to their first and second operations (after Stinespring dilation).

Wε, W̃ε

     will denote the maximal local dimension manipulated in a strategy. That is,k

and a shared entangled state |ψ⟩ ∈ ℋEb
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For standard attacks (teleportation and port-based teleportation)  LHS = 0
Similar statement for the first operation
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Conjecture:
 for some  T2(Xn,k) = O (nβ polylog(k)) β < 1

Supporting evidence. Volume ratio of the dual space   

Proposition: 

 

In the context of tensor products of  spaces, no known example for which the type-2 
constant and the volume ratio of the dual deviates more than a log-factor.

X*n,k

vrad (X*n,k) = O (n
3
4)

ℓp
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 6. Final remarks.

-. Our Main Theorem implies previous bounds on Programmable Quantum Proccessors [Ku19].

-. PBC was connected with questions about quantum teleportation, complexity theory [Bu13] and even the 
holographic duality AdS/CFT [Ma20]. 

- [Ku19] Kubicki, A., Palazuelos, C., Pérez-García, D., arXiv 1805.00756 (2019)        
- [Bu13] Burhman, H. etal, arXiv: 1109.2563 (2013) 
-      [Ma20] May, A., Pennington, G., Sorce, J., arXiv 1912.05649 (2020)

Claim [Ma20] (using physics-like reasoning exploiting the properties expected for a good holographic correspondence): 

PBC can be broken with k=poly(n)

Which are the implications of our result (conjecture) in holographic duality models of quantum gravity?



Thank you for your attention.


